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Introduction
Xhibit meets the needs of exhibition
and event organisers. We provide
modular display systems, rent
furniture and accessories.
We know that in our industry
dependability in every aspect
of what we do is vital. That is
why our procedures and stock
control are fine-tuned to deliver
and collect precisely what is
wanted, exactly as expected.
It is the reason, too, that we are
just as committed to the success
of our clients’ events as they are.

Concept
The need for the show organiser to
provide an ordered look for the
exhibition, with clearly delineated
display areas for each exhibitor is
met with style by the AVEX
exhibition system.
Anodised aluminium profiles and grey
tweed covered velcro-compatible
panels provide a structure which
allows an area for each exhibitor to

Co-ordination

concentrate on their individual design.
At the early stages of planning the exhibition,
Fascia boards provide a fixing point
for nameboards and stand numbers
for each exhibitor.
Xhibit offers the organiser the
opportunity, there is a cost
implication, to create an exhibition
brand, with a choice of different
coloured panels, or fascia boards.
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Xhibit will provide a site survey, an exhibition
floor plan and stand numbering to the client’s
specification. Costings will accompany the
technical specification and the plan. To assist
in the trouble free management of the event
Xhibit will co-ordinate the installation and
dismantling of the exhibition and the electrical
installation with the venue.

Transportation
Xhibit has wide experience of transporting, installing and
dismantling exhibitions throughout the UK and Europe.

Room Divides and
Temporary Structures
The AVEX panelling system creates an
excellent system for room divides, and
temporary offices.

Carpeting
Be it carpeting of individual stands or complete halls
Xhibit can provide either service. Make a further
opportunity to enhance the appearance of the exhibition
by matching or contrasting your exhibition colour.

Registration Desks
Purpose built registration desks are
easily provided with the AVEX system.

Electrical
A standard electrical package, and/or a whole range
of electrical accessories are available all installed by
qualified electricians.
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Velcro Compatible

Fascia Panels

Electrical Service

Site Survey &
Drawing Service

Technical Specification
The drawings allow exhibitors to design appropriate graphics
panels and decide on other accessories.

Registration Desks
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Making sure your stand looks good is important, Xhibit will
provide the technical information you require to achieve this.
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enquiries
Telephone

01323 811406

Fax

01323 811416

Email

info@x-hibit.com

Location

Unit 2 & 3 Hall Court Farm
Ripe Lewes BN8 6AY
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www.x-hibit.com

